Real-Time Symptom Capture of Hallucinations in Schizophrenia with fMRI: Absence of Duration-Dependent Activity
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Background: While advances in the field of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) provide new opportunities to study brain networks underlying the experience of hallucinations in psychosis, there are methodological challenges unique to symptom-capture studies. Study Design: We extracted brain networks activated during hallucination-capture for schizophrenia patients when fMRI data collected from two sites was merged (combined $N=27$). A multidimensional analysis technique was applied, which would allow separation of brain networks involved in the hallucinatory experience itself from those involved in the motor response of indicating the beginning and end of the perceived hallucinatory experience. To avoid reverse inference when attributing a function (e.g., a hallucination) to anatomical regions, it was required that longer hallucinatory experiences produce extended brain responses relative to shorter. Study Results: For radio-speech sound files, an auditory perception brain network emerged, and displayed speech-duration-dependent hemodynamic responses (HDRs). However, in the hallucination-capture blocks, no network showed hallucination-duration-dependent HDRs, but a retrieved network that was anatomically classified as motor response emerged. Conclusions: During symptom capture of hallucinations during fMRI, no HDR showed duration dependence, but a brain network anatomically matching the motor response network was retrieved. Previous reports on brain networks detected by fMRI during hallucination capture are reviewed in this context; namely, that the brain networks interpreted as involved in hallucinations may in fact be involved only in the motor response indicating the onset of the hallucination.
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Introduction

Auditory verbal hallucinations (AVHs) are speech perceptions that occur in the absence of an external stimulus and are primary symptoms of psychosis, such that 60%–80% of people with schizophrenia spectrum disorder report experiencing them. The propensity to hallucinate has been linked with neural hyperactivity in voice-selective regions of the superior temporal gyrus (STG). These voice-selective cortical regions have been reported to activate in symptom capture studies on hallucinations. Repeated transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) of voice-selective cortical regions was also reported to reduce the intensity of hallucinations. Therefore, much of the AVH literature to date has taken a region-of-interest based approach focusing on voice-selective regions of the STG.

AVHs are unlikely to arise exclusively from hyperactivity in the STG. For example, the breakaway speech/unbidden thoughts account of hallucinations puts forward that AVH may occur when self-monitoring breaks down, possibly due to reduced activation in the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC)/supplementary...
motor areas (SMA) during the hallucinatory experience. Metacognitive or belief-based influences are also likely to play a role; therefore, a network-based approach is important for investigating the biological underpinnings of hallucinations.

In functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) symptom capture studies of hallucinations, activity in the STG is typically reported, as are a number of other language based regions, including Broca’s area, anterior insula, precentral gyrus, frontal operculum, inferior parietal lobule, hippocampus, parahippocampal regions and in motor areas such as the inferior frontal gyrus, cerebellum, insula, and postcentral gyrus. However, in most symptom capture studies, the experimental procedure to monitor hallucinations in the scanner consists of participants pressing a button or squeezing a ball, to indicate the onset and offset of hallucinations, with exceptions being relatively rare e.g., since fMRI measures the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal increases in response to cognitive events, the timing of hallucinations onset/offset is confounded with response, leading to complications separating the sensorimotor (response) network with a potential network underlying hallucination.

Exacerbating this experimental/timing confound of hallucinations events with response events is that many analysis methods for task-based fMRI interpret the significance of beta weights (or the significance of differences of beta weights) derived from regressing the BOLD signal onto an assumed and synthetic model of the hemodynamic response (HDR) shape. Even if this synthetic HDR shape is adjusted for the reported duration of hallucination events, it restricts interpreted results exclusively to BOLD signal changes that conform to an assumed model of the HDR, and both the HDR resulting from the AVH, and the response process to report the AVH, could partially match the synthetic HDR shape model, resulting in conflation of multiple cognitive operations and their underlying brain networks on the resulting statistical parametric maps.

What results from this process is a brain activation map, interpreted as reflecting hallucinations when it may in fact be reflecting the response process used to indicate to the experimenter the presence of a hallucination, or any other cognitive process occurring at the time of the response, such as preparing a response, inspection of an internal representation, or the metacognitive process of becoming aware of an internal representation that requires a response. Making conclusions about the functions attributable to an anatomical region based on observed activation alone is known as the fallacy of reverse inference. A direct linkage of an anatomical pattern of brain activity to a cognitive process is only on solid ground if there is a one-to-one mapping between the anatomical region one hand, and the proposed cognitive operation (e.g., hallucination) on the other. So far, one-to-one mapping between anatomy and cognitive operations such as hallucinations has not been possible, because there is no anatomical representation that is specific to hallucinations, and thus they cannot be directly linked.

To counter (1) the experimental/timing confound of AVH events with response events, (2) mutual conflation of AVH and response events due to both partially matching the synthetic HDR shape model, and (3) the fallacy of reverse inference (i.e., linking an anatomical region to a cognitive process in the absence of additional information), fundamental changes in the methods applied to detect the brain networks elicited by event timing in during hallucination-capture fMRI are required. First, instead

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Spatial Validity (Fisher’s z score match to task-based network template)</th>
<th>Temporal Validity (Time effect size: η²)</th>
<th>Experimental Validity (Duration × Time interaction effect size: η²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Melbourne</td>
<td>Radio Speech</td>
<td>C2: Auditory Perception</td>
<td>✓(1.04)</td>
<td>✓(.65)</td>
<td>✓(.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C3: Focus on Visual Features</td>
<td>✓(1.64)</td>
<td>✓(.24)</td>
<td>✓(.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merged:</td>
<td>Hallucinations</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melbourne</td>
<td>(S/L)</td>
<td>C2: Response</td>
<td>✓(.88)</td>
<td>✓(.17)</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C3: Focus on Visual Features</td>
<td>✓(.48)</td>
<td>✓(.27)</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merged:</td>
<td>Hallucinations</td>
<td>C2: Response</td>
<td>✓(.88)</td>
<td>✓(.38)</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utrecht</td>
<td>(S/L)</td>
<td>C1, 3</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. ✓ indicates clear pass with a large effect (η² > .15; Z > .70), and
† indicates marginal pass with a small effect (η² < .15; Z < .80). x indicates conditions not met. n/a indicates that the cell is irrelevant due to not meeting criteria at the level of temporal validity.
‡ indicates same anatomical network in merged analysis.
of restricting results to partial matches to an assumed HDR displayed on brain images, an assumption-free finite impulse response (FIR) model can be used, which allows any event-related HDRs shape signal to emerge. Second, dimensional analysis methods such as principal component analysis (PCA) allow anatomical dimensions to separate instead of being merged onto one image. Third, observation of experiment-induced changes in the HDR provide additional information that is more interpretable than anatomical information alone, and can help to reduce the risk of committing the reverse-inference fallacy by providing empirical evidence for attaching a cognitive process to an anatomical depiction. Namely, the nature of the HDR shape should change as the nature of the hypothesized cognitive operations change. In the case of the current study, the duration of the HDR should increase with the duration of the radio speech event or experienced hallucination, just as is reliably observed with short/long durations of memory maintenance in working memory.32–35

Constrained principal component analysis for fMRI, fMRI-CPCA,33,35 provides dimensional representation of brain networks captured using a FIR model for AVH timing. Retrieved networks can be anatomically compared templates of previously derived networks which have known anatomical configurations and associated cognitive functions, documented through inspection of network- and task-condition-specific HDRs over a wide range of tasks, and these include response and auditory perception.36,37 This allows direct observation of the duration of detected cognitive events for each network separately, without requiring the assumptions/models of the assumed HDR shape that are typically used, as described above.

In addition to analysis of FIR-model predictable BOLD signal variance with PCA, we built experimental manipulations into the study to aid with separation of response from auditory perception networks, and to reduce the risk of misplaced reverse inference. Specifically, to provide evidence that hallucination-driven HDR have been recorded by fMRI, the following validity requirements were set: (1) spatial validity, (2) temporal validity, and (3) experimental validity.38 Spatial validity requires observation of known network configurations.36,37,39,41 For example, the sensorimotor (response) network is expected to involve brain regions such as the bilateral supplementary motor area (SMA), dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), and insula, as well as left somatomotor areas and right cerebellum for a one-handed response.33 Figure 7,36 but the auditory perception network is expected to be dominated by the superior temporal gyrus.36,42 Component 7, Figure S3. For temporal validity, a biologically plausible HDR shape must be associated with an anatomically valid network to ensure that BOLD signal is likely being detected. For experimental validity, the nature of the HDR shape should change as the nature of the invoked cognitive operations change. In the case of the current study, the duration of the HDR should increase with the duration of the experienced hallucination.

Symptom capture data was analyzed by merging separate datasets from two sites (Melbourne and Utrecht), and radio speech events were also collected at the Melbourne site only. Our approach was to test spatial, temporal and experimental validity in the external (radio) sound timing from the Melbourne data (i.e., short/medium/long durations for experimental validity), and for the hallucinatory experiences in a dataset merged from the two sites (i.e., short/long durations for experimental validity). Temporally, we expected to see a pattern of increased HDR from baseline to peak, with the HDR duration at peak level determined by duration of radio speech/hallucination, before returning back to baseline. By utilizing data from two sites we are able to increase sample sizes so that it was possible to collect together a greater range in both frequency and duration of hallucinations, facilitating identification of these networks.

Methods and Materials

Participants

Melbourne. Seventeen schizophrenia patients and thirty-one healthy control participants were included in the analysis of the radio speech stimuli, and twelve of those schizophrenia patients also contributed data to the symptom capture study completed in Melbourne. Supplementary table S1 provides the demographic information of the participants and the scores on the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) for the schizophrenia patients.

Utrecht. Fifteen schizophrenia patients were included in the analysis of the hallucinations from the symptom capture study completed in Utrecht. Supplementary table S1 provides the demographic information of the participants and their scores on the PANSS. These 15 patients are a subset of a sample of 19 patients previously compared to a sample of nonpsychotic voice hearers using a different analysis method in published work.43

Tasks

Melbourne. The task completed by participants from the Melbourne site involved indicating the start and end of (i) radio speech clips, and (ii) experienced hallucinations, using a dominant hand button-press response. For more details, see Supplementary Material.

Utrecht. The task completed by participants from the Utrecht site was to indicate the beginning and end of
hallucinations using a dominant hand balloon squeeze and release. For more details, see Supplementary Material.

Image Acquisition

Details about the fMRI parameters and preprocessing of functional scans are given in the Supplementary Material.

Timing

Data Analysis was carried out using fMRI-CPCA, as described in detail in the Supplementary Material. Table I provides assessments of spatial, temporal and experimental validity, as a function of all retrieved networks.

Results

Melbourne Radio Speech (Short/Medium/Long)

Three components were extracted for the Melbourne radio speech experiment, as determined by examining the scree plot. Component 1 did not retrieve a biologically plausible HDR shape, so is reported only in the Supplementary Material (supplementary figure S4A/B).

Component 2: auditory perception network. The anatomical regions associated with Component 2 are outlined in figure 1A and the anatomical description of component two is presented in supplementary table S5. The anatomical pattern matched well to that in the auditory perception network Fisher’s z = 1.04. Component 7, Figure S3, with bilateral peaks in right superior temporal gyrus (xyz: 60, −16, −2), and left planum temporale (xyz: −57 −19, 1).

Figure 1B displays the estimated HDR shape for Component 2. Component 2 displayed a biologically plausible HDR, and a highly significant main effects Time, $F(19, 874) = 14.70, P < .001, \eta^2 = .24$, and although the HDR was biologically plausible, it did not provide a clear peak. The main effect of Duration was not significant ($P = .64$), but there was a significant Duration × Time interaction with a small effect, $F(38, 1748) = 2.31, P < .001, \eta^2 = .05$. This interaction was dominated by (1) a steeper increase/decrease for Short relative to Medium for the increase from time bins 4 to 5/5 to 6, respectively, $F(1, 46) = 6.12, P < .05, \eta^2 = .12$, $F(1, 46) = 4.45, P < .05, \eta^2 = .09$, respectively, due to an earlier peak for Short relative to Medium (time point 5 vs. 6, respectively), and (2) a steeper increase between Medium and Long from time bins 4 to 5, $F(1, 46) = 4.99, P < .05, \eta^2 = .10$, due to a peak at time point 6 for medium versus 8 for long. Therefore, these effects were caused by staggered peaks/increasing extensions of activation for the Short, Medium, and Long conditions, respectively, meeting experimental validity, but with a small effect size. This provides weaker evidence for a functional brain network reliably deactivating visual perception regions in response to auditorily presented stimuli. No main effects or interactions involving Group were significant (all $P > .05$; see figure 2C).

Melbourne and Utrecht hallucinations Merged (Short/Long)

For the merged analysis of the Melbourne and Utrecht data, whereby voice hearers indicated the start and end of hallucinations by button press or balloon squeeze/release, respectively, 3 components were extracted from the task-related variance in BOLD signal, as determined by examining the scree plot. Component 1 did not show temporal or spatial validity for the Melbourne or Utrecht
data, as the HDR shape was not plausible for either site, and the brain images did not show recognizable anatomical patterns, so Component 1 is not reported here (see supplementary figure S5). Component 3 did not reveal a biologically plausible HDR shape for the Utrecht data ($P = .05$), but did for the Melbourne data, so it is reported here for the Melbourne data only, with the Utrecht data Component 3 reported in the supplementary material.

Fig. 1 (A) dominant 20% of component loadings for Component 2, proposed Auditory Perception network, from the Melbourne patient/control radio speech analysis. MNI Z-axis coordinates are displayed; left is left. Positive threshold = 0.11, max = 0.41. (B) mean finite impulse response (FIR)-based predictor weights plotted as a function of poststimulus time and condition. C (bottom): mean FIR-based predictor weights plotted as a function of post-stimulus time and condition shown with group differences. Error bars are standard errors.
Component 2 matched templates for the sensorimotor (response) network, and exhibited plausible HDR shapes for both sites, meeting criteria for both spatial and temporal validity for both sites, so is reported below.

**Component 2: sensorimotor (response) network.** The anatomical regions associated with Component 2 are outlined in figure 3A, and the anatomical description of Component 2 is presented in supplementary table S8. Activation on this network involved bilateral pre- and post-central gyri (BAs 3, 4, 6), juxtapositional lobule cortex, and insular cortex (BA 47), which are all typical for the motor response network regions based on comparison with previous exemplar images.

Figure 3B displays the estimated HDR shape for Component 2 from the Melbourne hallucinations data, for which a significant effect of Time was found, $F(36, 396) = 2.20$, $P < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .17$. However, there was no significant effect involving duration ($P > .25$) suggest that this HDR shape shows temporal validity, but not experimental validity.

For the Utrecht hallucinations data (HDR shown in figure 3C), a significant effect was found for Time $F(36, 504) = 8.41$, $P < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .38$, showing reliability of HDR shape over participants. However, the absence of

---

**Fig. 2.** (A) dominant 20% negative component loadings for Component 3, from the Melbourne radio speech analysis. Focus on Visual Features/Auditory Perception. MNI Z-axis coordinates are displayed; left is left. Negative threshold $= −0.12$, min $= −0.19$. (B) mean FIR-based predictor weights plotted as a function of post-stimulus time and condition. (C) mean FIR-based predictor weights plotted as a function of post-stimulus time and condition shown with group differences. Error bars are standard errors.
effects involving Duration ($P > .10$) suggests a failure of experimental validity (see Table 1). Therefore, the pattern of activation in the response network of Utrecht participants also does not align with duration of reported hallucinations.

**Component 3: focus on visual features.** The anatomical regions associated with Component 3 are outlined in Figure 4A, and the anatomical description of Component 3 is presented in supplementary table S10. The negative loadings matched the Focus on Visual Features (FVF) network, characterized by bilateral deactivation in occipital areas such as the occipital pole (xyz: 30, −91, −8; −27, −94, 1), which is known to deactivate when the visual details of the task are not relevant to response.46 FVF,42 Figure S2.60 Figure 5.60

Figure 4B displays the estimated HDR shape for Component 3 for the Melbourne sample. For the Melbourne data, there was a biologically plausible HDR shape, and a significant effect of Time ($F(36, 396) = 4.10$, $P < .05$, $\eta^2_p = .27$, in the absence of significant effects involving Duration (all $P > .1$). There was not a biologically plausible HDR shape for the Utrecht data ($P = .05$; see supplementary figure S6).

**Discussion**

In the current study, fMRI data were collected during real-time symptom capture of AVHs at two sites (Melbourne and Utrecht), and merged, using fMRI-CPCA, a multidimensional analysis technique that can extract brain networks optimized to be predictable from the precise timing of the reported hallucinatory experiences. This study aimed to determine whether the functional brain networks that are detectable based on the timing of the reported experience of AVHs are underlying the hallucinatory experience itself or other cognitive events. The analyses were set up with clear criteria for spatial validity, temporal validity, and experimental validity, such that BOLD signal associated with hallucinations, if present, could be proven while avoiding the reverse inference fallacy by requiring duration-dependent HDRs. Although strong duration-dependent HDRs for radio speech perception was observed, this was not observed for hallucinations experiences. However, a network retrieved for AVH events anatomically matched the sensorimotor (response) network, for which the literature clearly demonstrates that this network is associated with the execution of response processes. This set of results suggests that fMRI may not be able to detect brain activity associated with the hallucination itself, but can readily detect the brain activity associated with generating responses indicating the start/end of an experienced hallucination.

**Table 1** Experimental Validity (Duration × Time interaction) column shows that only radio speech elicited BOLD signal which was duration dependent. The hallucinations blocks did reliably elicit a HDR shape (Temporal Validity column), and when this involved activation (not deactivation), this always conformed closely to the known response network (Merged: Melbourne Hallucinations C2, and Merged: Utrecht Hallucinations C2). A clear response network did not emerge for Melbourne radio speech alone, but response network regions such as left dominated precentral and postcentral gyri (xyz: −36, −19, 64; −45, −28, 49; respectively).33 Figure 7 and Table 6,30 were included on the Auditory Perception component.

These results are difficult to reconcile with the many previous neuroimaging studies and meta-analyses have identified brain regions showing activation during AVHs as auditory perception related.9,20–22,47 In supplementary table S11 we group together the brain regions found to be involved during AVHs from three meta-analyses,20–22 in comparison to brain regions concluded to be implicated as part of the response network from the current study, and another study analyzed using fMRI-CPCA with an empirically derived response network.33 From supplementary table S11, it can be seen that many brain regions implicated for AVHs overlap with the response network observed in component 2 from the Melbourne and Utrecht patient hallucinations (S/L) analysis. For example, the left insula (xyz peak near: −42 4 −2) has been shown to be implicated in AVH by the meta-analyses20–22; however, in the current analysis and Sanford et al. (2020), this region is considered to be a part of the response network. Similarly, activation near peaks in the right and left post central gyrus is seen in some of the meta-analyses and the response network identified form this analysis. In regard to the STG, all three meta-analyses have shown peaks of activation in this region.20–22 Although peak activation was not observed in this region in the response network from Sanford et al. (2020), peak activation was observed in adjacent brain areas to the STG, in the left central opercular cortex (xyz peak: −54 −19 16) and the right inferior frontal gyrus (xyz peak: 57 14 −2) from component 2 of the Melbourne and Utrecht patient hallucinations (S/L) analysis. However, local activation near to the STG is not, on its own, evidence for an underlying voice perception network. Duration-dependent signal in the HDR for hallucinations (absence of experimental validity, see Table 1 rightmost column) is also required. A recent study also reported somatosensory regions as responsible for hallucinations without factoring in variability in the duration of voices, or the number of button presses between compared conditions.48

Comparing to the previously published version of the Utrecht data,43 they also report motor areas associated with timing of AVH events. The authors of this work wrote: “While activation of motor areas, as observed in this study, most likely results from the employed balloon squeeze paradigm, the role of bilateral frontal and temporoparietal regions in the experience of AVH is not
yet clear.” (p. 1079). These named anatomical regions were assumed not to be motor, so it was suggested that they may be related to hallucinations. We also found these activations in the current paper (e.g., see slice 3 in figure 3); however, (1) they did not show duration dependence, and (2) these regions do fall on the motor network.
as well as on a number of other networks (Percival et al., 2020), which is why we hold that anatomical identifica-
tion alone is insufficient for identification of brain func-
tion (reverse inference fallacy).

**Limitations**

This study was subject to some key limitations, many of which are common to all symptom capture studies. First, the average duration of hallucinations experienced by participants varied greatly, with some participants reporting many hallucinations less than 3 s long, and others having relatively long hallucinations. In addition, the method for self-reporting hallucinations may vary between individuals, with some reporting more frequently (e.g., between individual words), with others reporting rare events (e.g., after longer sentences), therefore making it difficult to average over trials within participants. This inconsistency between participants may further make it more difficult to recognize functional brain networks involved in hallucinations.

Detection of AVHs with fMRI requires repeated consistent changes in HDR over multiple occasions. However, hallucination capture studies using fMRI would benefit from adjusted experimental designs to reveal better information about brain networks involved during the experience of hallucinations. There are a number of different ways that hallucinations capture fMRI studies would be done differently in the future to facilitate interpretation:

1. Since it will be necessary to classify actual hallucinations into short/long, training is essential to ensure the duration of the voice matches onto the duration of the press/squeeze on/off. Clear instructions should be given to participants on how to indicate hallucination onset and offset. Participants should take part in intensive practice/training sessions involving sound files, silent thinking, and pressing for hallucinating voices to make sure it is very clear how to indicate the beginning and end of an event. It is important to avoid frequent and repeated squeezes/presses. For example, instruct the

---

Fig. 4. (A) dominant 20% of component loadings for Component 3, proposed Focus on Visual Features network, from the Melbourne patient hallucinations merged analysis. MNI Z-axis coordinates are displayed; left is left. Negative threshold = −0.10, min = −0.18. (B) mean FIR-based predictor weights plotted as a function of post-stimulus time and condition (error bars are standard errors) for Melbourne data.
subjects to maintain the squeeze/press until there have been no voices for 2 s, that way, the shortest squeeze/press duration will be 2 s. The offset could be indicated by release of a press rather than another different press. If someone has no 2 s break from voices over the entire run, they will be squeezing the entire run, and the run will not be usable anyway, but that can’t be avoided. Data should be collected on these practice/training sessions showing that participants understood the instructions.

(2) To avoid excessive pressing/squeezing, onset and offset of hallucinations (and radio speech or inner speech) should be indicated by onset and offset of button presses/ball squeezes, with a minimum press of 2 s.

(3) Alternating blocks (perhaps 2 min long) of pressing for hearing radio voice (e.g., 2 s vs. 6 s) inner speech (e.g., counting 2 s vs. 6 s) for hallucinations (minimum 2 s), and pressing for counted 2 s vs. 6 s following a cue, can be compared to the same condition but without the response. 30 second rest periods can be used to allow estimation of the response network to separate from any inner speech/speech perception and hallucinations networks. There may be hallucinations when hearing radio, but the timing will match the radio not the hallucinations. Different lengths of radio sentences/inner speech/hallucinations allow networks to be elicited with staggered peaks on the HDR to ensure experimental validity. Alternatively, attempts could be made to match the number, duration, and timing of inner speech events to the timing of the hallucination events.52

(4) Cue the start and stop press (or squeeze), or no response, with an auditory cue, which promotes the squeeze release in the absence of internal or external speech.

(5) ITIs are very important in fMRI, and during inner speech or speech perception or button pressing, there should be a distribution of mostly short (2, 4 s), but a few long (6, 8 s) ITIs.53

Conclusion

In this fMRI study, we addressed: (1) the experimental/timing confound of AVH events with response events by using a dimensional analysis method, (2) likely mutual conflation of AVH and response events by using a FIR model, and (3) the fallacy of reverse inference by requiring experimental validity as well as anatomical validity as sufficient evidence for detection of AVH events. The auditory perception network revealed a speech-duration-dependent HDR signal when radio clips were heard, but under no conditions were duration-dependent HDRs elicited during online-reported hallucinations. In contrast, an anatomical depiction of the response network was observed for button press or squeeze response when analyzing the hallucinations from merging the Utrecht and Melbourne datasets together. No brain networks were clearly demonstrated to be sensitive to the experience of hallucinations themselves, because duration-dependent fMRI signal was not observed for any of the components. Since responses are perfectly confounded with hallucination onsets, there is no strong evidence that event-related symptom-capture fMRI-paradigms can detect brain networks involved in hallucinations over and above response processes. This does not imply that neurostimulation methods targeting the STG are invalid,54–57 or that hallucinations do not involve the STG, but simply suggests that either event-related fMRI cannot detect hallucinations, or it cannot detect the duration of hallucinations, or different designs may be required to indicate the onset and offset of hallucinations.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary data are available at Schizophrenia Bulletin Open online.
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